NOTE:

How To Care & Maintain Your
Hideaway® Bin (all models)
NOTE: Diagrams indicating the different bin components can be found in the

downloadable installation instructions for each bin model. This is located in the 		
‘DOWNLOADS’ section of our website.

How to remove the friction-fitted lid from a Hideaway Deluxe or
Hideaway Soft Close Bin (for cleaning)
NOTE: Hideaway Compact Bin models DO NOT have removable lids.
• If you have a Deluxe model: First, fully extend the runners, remove the buckets from your
unit. The Deluxe range has black levers on either side of the runners. Push the left lever 		
up and the right lever down. Pull the runners clear of the unit and set aside in a safe place.
This will allow more access to the back of the unit (be sure to push the inner runners back
inside the unit).
• If you have a Soft Close model: remove the buckets from your unit. The Soft Close 		
range do not have levers.
• Both ranges: you need to clear the lugs at the back of the lid. Place your hands at the 		
back of the lid on either side and then push up and pull forward in the same motion. This 		
will release the lid. Remove the lid clear of the main unit. This will then allow you to clean
the lid.

How to reinstall the friction-fitted lid and foam into the top mounting
panel of your Hideaway Deluxe or Hideaway Soft Close Bin
• Rest the foam on top of the friction-fitted lid. NOTE: the plastic sleeve stays on the foam to
protect it.
• Slide the friction-fitted lid and foam inside the top mounting panel, stopping just before the
rear hooks. NOTE: the large fold on the friction-fitted lid sits at the front of the unit, the rear
of the lid has the slots which reconnect with the hooks located on the top mounting panel.
• Simultaneously, with one hand, push firmly up on the back of the friction-fitted lid, push the 		
lid above the hooks and drop into location. Whilst this is happening, with the other hand push 		
the front of the lid upwards to ensure it rests on the metal support - located at the front of the 		
top mounting panel.
• The lid should move up and down slightly, with ease indicating correct installation.

How to care for, remove and replace runners for cleaning
To remove runners (Hideaway Deluxe and Hideaway Compact Bins only):
• Fully extend the runners. To do this, find the black levers located on the outer side of both
the left and right runner.
• Simultaneously, push the left lever down and the right lever up and pull inner of the 		
runners towards you until it separates completely from the unit. Set runner inner with 		
collar, handle/door bracket attached aside in a safe location.
• Push the outer runners attached to the top mounting panel back inside the unit.
To separate runners for cleaning (Hideaway Deluxe and Hideaway Compact Bins only):
• Ensure the outer runners attached to the top mounting panel are pushed all the way inside
the unit. With the outer runners, ensure the inner slider is pulled all the way towards the 		
front of the unit.
• Wipe runners with a clean cloth, cotton bud or toothbrush. Apply a small amount of 		
petroleum jelly, such as Vaseline, to the runners.
• Line up the inner runners (with collar attached) to the outer runners that are attached to 		
the top mounting panel (which is now installed in your cupboard).
• Push the inner runners all the way in until the unit closes to engage the runners. Pull unit 		

open again. The runners should move with ease indicating correct positioning.
To care for your runners (all bin models):
• Over time you may need to lubricate your runners for continued free movement. To do this,
lube with a small amount of petroleum jelly, such as Vaseline.
• Your Hideaway Bin has ball bearing runners which gain a memory over time. To ensure 		
your bucket/s will always come clear of your bench top, every so often place a firm grip 		
on either side of your handle/door bracket and slowly, but firmly, pull the unit towards you.
Continue to pull the runners towards you until they reach their maximum extension. Then
close your unit fully again.

How to keep your Hideaway Bin clean
• It is recommended you use warm soapy water to clean your Hideaway Bin.
• Avoid harsh abrasive cleaners.
• When cleaning, try to avoid getting the runners wet, however, if this happens ensure 		
you dry the runners well and then regrease with a small amount of petroleum jelly, such as
Vaseline.

Important information:
• Do not over fill your bin as contents could scratch your friction-fitted lid.
• Refrain from pushing down on rubbish inside your bucket/s as this creates extra pressure
on the fixings inside your carcass.

CONTACT

Replacement parts for your Hideaway Bin can also be purchased online!

Questions?
NEW ZEALAND
Phone 09 426 7456		

Email info@hideawaybins.co.nz

Web www.hideawaybins.co.nz

AUSTRALIA
Freephone 1800 042 642

Email info@hideawaybins.co.nz

Web www.hideawaybins.com.au

